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ABSTRACT
Interactive development in self-supporting systems like
Smalltalk or the Lively Kernel allows for an explorative and
direct development workflow. Because of the immediate and
direct feedback loops, changes to core behavior can lead to
accidentally breaking the programming tools themselves. By
separating the tools from the objects they work on, this fatal self referentiality can be avoided, but at the expense of
interactive development. In this paper we show how contextoriented programming (COP) can be used to separate tools
from the objects under development. Instead of directly
modifying meta-structures, changes should go into layers
on top of these structures. Since layers can be scoped at
run-time, changes do not affect the programming tools. We
demonstrate this approach by showing examples of adapting
core behavior in our self-supporting development environment Webwerkstatt with ContextJS, our COP extension for
JavaScript.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Creating and evolving tools while they are used is common practice among programmers: Writing shell scripts or
extending text editors to optimize the programmers workflow are the most common examples. Self-supporting development environments such as Smalltalk [6], Self [18],
Emacs [17], Squeak [9], and Lively Kernel [10] are systems
where developers can evolve their environment while they
are using it. All of these environments keep the software development tools such as editors, debuggers, or code browser
in the same environment as the objects and meta-objects
they are working on. This allows for a direct development
style with short feedback loops. A good motivation for such
interactive programming styles gives Bret Victor in his talk
on Inventing on Principle [19], where changes to the source
code can immediately be observed in the running program
side by side.
Having such tight interaction between tools and metastructures such as classes can make the development of core
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behavior difficult if tools are changing the classes or methods
they are depending on. Errors or debug statements in some
core part of the system may break the whole development
environment and force a restart. Developers can get used to
such behavior, create workarounds, or become overly careful
when changing core parts of the system.
In this paper we propose to use context-oriented programming (COP) as a technique to isolate changes to the core
system during development. Instead of modifying classes directly at run-time, changes should be applied to layers, that
can then be scoped to specific parts of the system. With
these layers new features can be tried out. When they meet
the developers’ needs, they can be applied to other parts of
the system or even activated globally.
The remainder of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 discusses different approaches of separating the tools
from the objects they work on. Section 3 describes how
COP layers can be used to scope changes during development. Section 4 illustrates this approach with examples.
Section 5 describes tools that can support such a process.
Section 6 discusses related work and section 7 concludes.

2.

SELF-SUPPORTING
ENVIRONMENTS

DEVELOPMENT

This section presents three alternative workflows in selfsupporting development environments. We show the problems of insufficient separation between tools and objects and
discuss two approaches that address these.

2.1

No Separation

Figure 1 shows a very abstract overview of self-supporting
development environments [8] such as Squeak [9] and Lively
Kernel [10]. The environment has to be bootstrapped at
some point. The developer can then start creating and modifying meta-objects such as classes. Because this happens
at run-time, developers will get feedback from the objects
while they are interactively programming. The changes to
the meta-objects are typically also persisted outside of the
development environment in some kind of code repository.
Since tools, meta-objects, and objects are in the same
environment, there are no extra levels of indirection: the
tools can be simple and powerful. But at the same time
having no levels of indirection can be problematic and even
fatal if the developers want to work on objects such as core
classes that directly or indirectly affect the tools themselves.
The tools depend on those core classes. Introducing an error
or having an intermediate broken state is fatal for the whole
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Figure 1: Abstract flow of changes and feedback in
a self-supporting development environment
Figure 2: Separated tool environment
environment. That is why developers have to be careful
with what they write, when they are modifying those shared
objects.

2.2

Separate Runtime Environment

A general approach to separate the tools from the objects they work on is to separate the runtime environment
of the tools from the runtime environment of the objects.
Development Environments such as Eclipse [5] fit into such
a scenario as depicted in Figure 2.
The development tools run in a separate environment and
mainly work on static code. To interact with objects, the
system under development has to be bootstrapped by external code. The tools can still interact with the objects under
development, but only through interprocess communication,
which is more complicated to implement than direct access
to objects.
Having such a separation makes it hard to modify the
tools on the go. That is how tools become products which
are hard to shape during their usage.

2.3

Separate Meta-Objects

An other approach to allow tools and objects in the same
environment is to use different sets of meta-objects as shown
in Figure 3. The tools can have direct access to the objects
and change even core parts of the system. Since they modify a different version of the meta-objects and not their own,
the tools cannot be used to break themselves anymore just
by accident. Systems like ChangeBoxes [4] can be used to
develop in such a way. One limitation of it is that objects
are coupled tightly to one version of their meta-class. This
means that the scope of the behavioral variation cannot be
extended to preexisting objects. New behavior is only available for objects instantiated afterwards.
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Figure 3: Separated Meta-structures and object sets

ested which events are counted, they could add an
alert statement into the count method.
The alert
statement can be used to display values to the user:
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EventCounter.count = function(evt) {
alert("evt: " + evt);
this.n = this.n + 1;
}
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Figure 4: Development with Scoped Behavioral
Adaptations

3.

USING
SCOPED
BEHAVIORAL
ADAPTATIONS
FOR
EVOLVING
SELF-SUPPORTING DEVELOPMENT
ENVIRONMENTS

In this section we show how to employ COP in the process of evolving self-supporting development environments
as shown in Figure 4. The programmers don’t modify the
core classes and methods directly, but use COP layers, that
can be scoped to only affect the behavior of the objects under construction.

3.1

ContextJS

In the following examples, we use ContextJS [12, 13, 11],
our library-based COP extension to JavaScript. ContextJS
is a JavaScript library and implemented with method wrappers [2]. It allows defining behavioral variations to objects
and scoping them in various ways.

3.2

Separating Changes in Layers

In the following example, an anonymous object with the
property n and a function count is created and assigned to
the global variable EventCounter:
EventCounter = {
n: 0,
count: function(evt) {
this.n = this.n + 1;
}
}

If this EventCounter is used by tools in a selfsupporting development environment, changing it could
be dangerous. Objects and behavior can be changed
at any time in JavaScript.
If developers are inter-

But this might instantly bring the system to a halt, if it
is used by the tools because of the potentially many alerts.
By using COP and defining the new behavior in a layer,
the problem can be circumvented as follows:
cop.create("DevLayer").refineObject(EventCounter, {
count: function(evt) {
alert("evt: " + evt);
this.n = this.n + 1;
}
})

The layer hides the original behavior and without proceeding to the base behavior. Since we do not add a new crosscutting concern here, but work on the base method source,
there is not need to proceed to other partial methods of the
layers or the base system.

3.3

Scoping Changes - Layer Activation

To actually affect the system, the DevLayer1 can then be
scoped in various ways as needed. The standard mechanism
in COP is the dynamical scoping:
cop.withLayers([DevLayer], function() {
// a call of EventCounter.count() in this scope
// will execute the new behavior in DevLayer
})

In interactive environments, most control flows are triggered by events. Other scoping mechanisms such object specific and structural scoping [12] are better suited to activate
the new behavior. Figures 6 and 7 demonstrate such layer
activations.
If the developers are satisfied with their new behavior,
they might want to apply it to the whole environment. They
can do so by activating the layer globally. If they discover
an error they can still deactivate the layer and fall back to
the old behavior.
DevLayer.beGlobal();
// -> activate layer for all objects, even the tools
DevLayer.beNotGlobal();
// -> deactivate layer if necessary

3.4

Merging Changes back into the Base System

When the developers have tested their new behavior with the whole environment, they might decide to merge their changes back into the base system.
We have added some filtering to our example, that should be integrated into the base system:
1
cop.create creates the layer and assigns it to a global variable

Figure 5: A layer used during the development, that
visualizes move events of the mouse. The layer is
globally activated. When the mouse is moved over
any object including the workspace with the code,
the red rectangles are shown.

Figure 6: The ShowMouseMoveLayer which is defined in the right workspace is only activated for the
yellow rectangle on the left. The layer is structurally
scoped by activating the layer for the DebugArea.

cop.create("DevLayer").refineObject(EventCounter, {
count: function(evt) {
if (evt.type === ’mousedown’) {
this.n = this.n + 1;
};
}
})

This merging step has still to be executed manually, but
since the layer can be directly mapped on the original structures, this process is straight forward:
EventCounter = {
n: 0,
count: function(evt) {
if (evt.type === ’mousedown’) {
this.n = this.n + 1;
};
}
}

If the partial layer definition contains a proceed statement,
merging will become more complex, but automatically combining several partial layers and the base system is still possible. We already used a similar technique in a more efficient
ContextJS implementation [11].

4.

EXAMPLES IN WEBWERKSTATT

We have gained experience using development layers when
evolving Lively Kernel in our self-supporting development
environment Webwerkstatt [14]. This section shows three
small examples that illustrate such usages.

4.1

Example 1: Visualizing Events

The first example shows how layers are used during development to scope the effects of debugging code.
Figure 5 shows how code was added to the base system
to see where mouse move events are fired. Adding such
debugging code to core behavior can be problematic, as it
also affects the tools such as the workspace. Figure 6 shows
how by using object specific and structural scoping mechanisms such adaptations of the base system can be scoped,
so that the debugging behavior is only active for some specific objects in the system (in that case the yellow rectangle
called DebugArea). The layer is structurally scoped, by using setWithLayers. This scoping mechanism is not general,

Figure 7: A workspace with the text coloring source
and an example instance.
but a domain-specific scoping mechanism introduced by the
Morphic [15] framework used for Lively Kernel.

4.2

Example 2: Text Coloring

An example of a behavioral adaptation in the development environment is the feature of text coloring via keyboard shortcuts. Figure 7 shows the complete source in a
workspace and the text object, on which the new feature
was interactively tried out. The layer is refining the keyboard processing method and will color the current selection
if specific shortcuts are pressed.
This is a good example where shaping the tools happens
directly while they are used. Besides its simplicity, the example also includes modifying the keyboard behavior of all
text objects, which can break the whole environment. Using layers allows to directly and interactively develop the
features locally and immediately use it in the whole system
afterwards.

4.3

Example 3: Developing Autocompletion

A more complex example is the development of source
code completion for the development environment as shown
in Figure 8. This feature is still under development and not
yet part of the core development system. It adapts over 10
methods in two classes, but the figure shows only the area
where the new behavior can be tried out and the workspace
with the code under development. By using layers, the feature that could interfere with the workspace itself can be
developed locally and tried out in other places by changing
the scope of the layer.

Global | ObjectA | ...

select scope

DevLayerA
(de-)activate layers
DevLayerB
DevLayerC

…

Figure 10: Tool support that allows to directly
(de-)activate development layers for a specific scope.

Figure 8: A snapshot of developing autocompletion
of source code, showing a workspace and an area
where the new code is activated.

5.

PROPOSED TOOL SUPPORT

The workflow in the previous sections is purely based
on standard ContextJS syntax and developers have to consciously follow it. They have to actively write their new
behavior as layers and scope the new behavior to see the
effects but thereby exclude their own tools. If some point
of the manual process is not followed, the developers will
risk losing parts of their work by accidentally breaking their
tools. We propose to move this process into tools to lift
mental burdens from the developers.

5.1

Capturing Changes

An enhanced tool support should provide developers with
the default view of the system. The view should allow them
to directly change classes and methods as they are used to.
The system captures these changes but does not apply them
directly to the meta-structures, such as editing a method of
a class, but adds the change implicitly to a layer. Such a
layer can then be scoped, so that its effect cannot break
the tools by accident. Figure 9 shows three levels of tools
support:
• (A) No tool support, layers have to be defined explicitly.
• (B) The development layer is defined by the workspace,
the new behavior is defined in terms of normal class
definition syntax. This way developers need not to
learn about a new syntax but can stick to their normal
ways of modifying classes.
• (C) The development layer is defined by a Smalltalk
like, code browser: The user interface and not the syntax is responsible for where the belongs to.

5.2

Interactive Layer Composition

Besides tools that support developers in creating layers, there is a need for tools that allow interactively
(de-)activating and scoping of layers. A tool like the one
sketched in Figure 10 could allow for faster experimentation
with different compositions of development layers.

6.

RELATED WORK

Any system that allows for dynamically scoped behavioral
variations should be able to employ these mechanism during development in self-supporting environments. We used
context-oriented programming [3, 7] as an approach for scoping behavioral adaptations at run-time. For an overview of
existing COP implementation in various languages see [1].
The problem of breaking tools during the development of
interface code was explicitly mentioned as an application of
perspectives in the subjective programming language Us [16].
Us changes message passing of Self [18] to incorporate perspectives on layers. In one of their examples they describe
how perspectives are used to try out and combine different
changes. The authors describe a fallback approach for a debugger to a safer perspective, but the approach seems to be
not implemented or evaluated.
ChangeBoxes [4] are a mechanism that allows to manage
multiple development branches of an application within a
single, running application. This mechanism could basically
be used to work with tools of one branch on tools in another branch, so that the tools cannot break themselves as
discussed in section 2.3. But the authors do not apply their
approach to this domain.

7.

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Evolving tools in self-supporting development environments can on the one hand be more direct and more interactive than in more separated environments. On the other
hand it can be more dangerous, because changing core parts
of the system can also lead to accidentally breaking it. In our
approach to developing in self-supporting development environments, instead of changing classes directly, we applied
context-oriented programming to mitigate this problem by
encapsulating changes into layers, which allow to try them
out safely.
To illustrate our approach, we showed examples from our
work on evolving the Lively Kernel in our self-supporting
development environment Webwerkstatt.
Since this workflow relies on developers actively employing
layers, as part of future work we want to support an automatic and implicit creation of layered methods. Merging
layers with the base system is manual work, which should
be automated by tool support in the future.
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